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cosmopolitan's virtual makeover deluxe, now in
its second edition, also provides the user with

500 hairstyles, including some with bridal veils.
the program has 30 hair solutions for men as
well, along with several mustache and beard

options. the program offers 300 cosmetic colors
(cover girl products are featured prominently)

and 200 accessories like hats and sunglasses to
sample. users are prompted to participate in a

short beauty quiz early on to help create a
personal profile, and recommendations are

offered throughout the program based on the
profile. unlike the original cosmo virtual

makeover, the deluxe version allows users to
purchase some of the accessories. the classic

version includes about 40 of the same products
(the deluxe's is $29.99), most of which are in

three sizes. clients can change hairstyles to try
on one's own hair types, to determine which ones

work best with their face shapes. you can also
add eyebrows or false eyelashes as well. the

style builder lets users create a different style
each day, and try on different combinations.
users can also give the program a name and

upload a photo of themselves to help ensure its
accuracy. the program also includes tutorials

such as product applications and makeup
applications. it costs $29.99 as well. in

comparison, cosmo's old version was $39.95.
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while we were there on a visit, tidy mentioned a
new feature coming to the site soon -- makeup

looks on the facebook home page. it will feature
some of the best virtual makeovers users have
submitted to the company's web site, tidy said.
in the old days, women could only experiment
with makeup in the privacy of their dressing

rooms. but thanks to these modern times, they
can now have virtual makeovers with technology

that allows them to try on any number of
different styles, and see how they look. if you

enjoy them, or want to try one on your face, it's
your life now. -- sarah schultz

Cosmopolitan Virtual Makeover 2

the unreal architectural component of royal
caribbean internationals cosmopolitan is created
by the exterior façade, a surface sheathed with a
copper canopy. this type of roof can be found in
many other contemporary skyscraper-yielding

buildings. spa royal spa is a state-of-the-art
integrated spa hotel, with a complete retail store
on one side of the building and a retail store and

spa on the other. spa royal features a total of
eight unique themed suites where guests can
indulge in pampering treatments. housed in a

carefully constructed, acoustic shell of glass and
acoustical tiles, its atrium divides the eight

suites, each providing its own unique experience.
the façade consists of three layers made of

marine-grade, low-maintenance laminate with a
foil finish. the façade provides incredible

unobstructed views of the open spaces, the
atrium and the new york skyline. adjacent to the
atrium is a glass elevator which was designed by

richard outcalt, and transports guests to and
from the spa. a conceptual visualisation of royal

cruise lines®’ vision for royal spa can be found at
the navigator is also a departure for the mega

cruise lines, which previously featured such
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green conservation-minded ships as the crystal
symphony, celebrity millennium, and royal

caribbean's voyager, which had been retired and
then brought back to life with steel recycled from
the titanic. the vikram lunaworks the ship's 16th-

century lines for attractive modern interiors.
instead of the traditional art deco influence from

80s-style cruise ships, the vikram features a
series of stellar columns with ocean views.
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